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Artist Info | Studio artist; education: MFA Konstfack University College of Arts, Crafts, and
Design (Sweden); teaching: Associate Professor at University of Gothenberg Campus Steneby
(Sweden), Lecturer at Konstfack University College of Arts, Crafts, and Design (Sweden);
representation: Gallery Sebastia Schildt (Sweden); collection: Swedish National Gallery;
exhibitions: Galleri Sebastian Schildt (Stockholm, Sweden), Vida Museum (Öland, Sweden),
Gallery Nutida Svenskt Silver (Stockholm, Sweden), Holländeriet (Fengersfors, Sweden), Gallery
Konsthantverkarna (Stockholm, Sweden), The English Garden (Munich, Germany), PopUp
Gallery (Hereford, England), Kulturcentrum (Karby Gård, Sweden); residencies: Tobiashammer
Techniches Denkmahl (Ohrdruf, Germany), Southern Illinois University (Carbondale, Illinois)

Artist Statement | Material and craft used to be so important to me and to my identity. Now I
tend to see the material and level of craft mastery as different colors in my box of crayons. It is
both completely unimportant and so important at the same time.

Art, and probably especially craft, have a narcissistic core but loving what you do can be a
powerful driving force. On the other hand, if you lack the ability to take a step back and reflect
on what you have done, then you are in trouble.

Art and craft start with tradition and material. They can be mined by the contemporary maker to
answer why, what, how and for whom.

How makers deal with process is up to them, as long as they do it. If all of the experimentation
goes on in the realm of ideas, it is very probable that when the concept finally enters the
material world it will be seriously flawed.

How to deal with the pure joy of making? Is it ever possible or okay that this might be enough
for the maker, and the viewer is left to fill the object with content and context? Or would this just
end up being a case of pareidolia, the mind perceiving a pattern where it doesn’t exist?


